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Seminar Agenda

Agenda Item Speaker Organization
HELCOM and response related activities Hermanni Backer Helsinki Commision

Finnish national response capacity Heli Haapasaari Finnish Environment 
Institute

Latvian oil spill response strategy Laura Mazmaca State Environmental 
Service 
of Ministry of 
Environmental Protection 
and Regional Development

Oiled Wildlife Response trainings for Polish 
volunteers and authorities

Aleksandra Sławska WWF Poland (Blue Patrol)

Oil spill response - industry good practice Marta Januszewska Oil Spill Response Limited

Lessons learned at international exercises within 
the boundaries of Germany as basis for real 
incidents

Wolfgang Knopf Central Command For 
Maritime Emergencies 
Germany

Potential outsourcing of Danish response capacity

Torben Iversen, Lise 
Reichstein

Naval Staff, Defence 
Command Denmark

Initial impressions from cooperation with Sundt Air

HELCOM nations use intrinsically safe cameras for 
photo taking on LPG tankers 



Seminar



Exercise Scenerio (official)

In the morning hours on the 20th of June 2016 a collision between the oil tanker "NAFTA"
and a trawler "STINTA" has occurred in the North anchorage near Port of Klaipeda. The
collision results in an oil spill of approximately 5000 tons crude oil (REBCO, CAS 8002-05-
9), which may affect a very sensitive areas including Natura 2000 and the Seaside
Regional Park. The trawler suffered minor damage as it rammed the oil tanker
perpendicular. The trawler has been able to continue its voyage to the Klaipeda where she
will discharge and undergo repairs. The oil tanker has a large gash mainly above the
water line. There is no immediate risk for the tanker nor the crew. The tanker is at present
anchored near North anchorage (Anchorage Nr. 2) off the port of Klaipeda.



Exercise Scenerio

According to the National Contingency Plan, the coordinating agency, the
Maritime Rescue Coordination Center of the Lithuanian NAVY has
activated a tier 2 level of response, including the NAVY, Klaipeda State
Seaport Authority, private companies at sea and the National State Fire
Service and Municipalities on shore. After few hours of oil spill combating
action, following the assessment of the risk scenarios, the competent
authority decided to rise the response - up to level 3, and requests the
international assistance at sea and on shore.



Exercise Area (sea phase)

BALEX 
DELTA 
2016



Green - protected areas in the Baltic Sea, Brown - an important area for birds
RF and LR should select and agree on the criteria of sensitivity of the sea and 

the coastal areas and map out the investigated area of the sea and the coast-
sensitivity mapping;

Protected Areas



8

MRCC is under command of Lithuanian Naval Forces. MRCC Klaipeda functions

Simulation of Oil

Imaginary oil slick simulated by using popcorn – 10 m3



Seatrack Web

Seatrack Web – is a fully operational oil drift forecasting system. Seatrack Web is a
HELCOM system for forecasting oil drift, whereas its primary users are oil combating
authorities in the countries surrounding the Baltic sea. Vessels Automatic
Identification System (AIS) is introduced into the system in order to more easily find
illegal polluters. Lithuanian NAVY MRCC Duty officers also use this system.



Participating Units – vessels
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Participating Units – vessels

Country Vessel name (Name for 
exercises)

Call sign Crew
+observers

LxBxD (m.)

1 Finland YOR HYLJE OIMG 18+2 65,0x12,5x3,5

2 Estonia PVL-101 KINDRAL KURVITS ESY2101 16 63,9x10,2x4,4

3 Latvia RK-12 VALPAS YLRS 12+2 48,32x8,66x4,5
4 Latvia A-90 VARONIS YLNV 32+3 59,5x11,12x3,69
5 Lithuania SAKIAI LYPK 18 56,61x10,5x4,65
6 Poland KAPITAN POINC SQRU 13+3 53,37x13,6x4,6

7 Germany MZS ARKONA DBBU 16+1 69,2x14,5x4,5

8 Germany BOTTSAND DRNR 6 46,3x12,0x3,6

9 Denmark BAUNEN (MHV 813) OVMW 11+1/2 24,0x5,6x2,2

10 Denmark SABOTØREN (MHV 851) OVNT 12+1/2 27,4x5,6x2,2

11 Denmark LYØ (MHV 904) OVLD 14+1/2 27,2x5,6x2,2

12 Denmark HVIDSTEN (MHV 907) OVLG 11+1/2 27,2x5,6x2,2

13 Denmark GUNNAR SEIDENFADEN SHKH 16 56,0x12,3x4,6

14 Sweden KBV 033 SHKH 8 52,12x10,4x3,3



SOSC

Strike team BravoStrike team Alfa Strike team Charlie

MRCC of the 
Lithuanian NAVY 
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SOSC

Oil collecting team Booming team Oil collecting team 

MRCC of the 
Lithuanian NAVY 

Response commander
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Exercise at sea



Exercise at sea



Exercise at sea



Shoreline exercise area

Shoreline exercise area will be located in the Karkle beach (near Plačio str. 28, Klaipeda district north of the
Klaipeda City in front of Zilvitis camp (55°48'16"N 21°44'6"E).



Shoreline Exercise



The exercise was organized in due manner and in time. Pre-sail was
executed prior the exercise-that is very good for participating units to meet
each other and discuss any outstanding questions. Sadly not all crews
attended the meeting due to late arrival.

The exercise plan was clear and easy to understand. It was very interesting
experience to switch from the initial plan to some ad-hoc situations. One of
the situations was to hand over national lead to other unit (it was handed
over to Gunnar Seidenfaden). This situation was unexpected to everyone
and contributed to real time thinking and planning. Denmark was chosen
because of huge experience and big enough platform to perform as OSC
during this scenario.

Comments: as usual - could be better. During such exercise a dedicated line
between OSC and air assets, participating in the exercise, should be
established. Good execution of scenarios using different lines for different
strike groups. Downsides: MRCC should let team leaders to plan how they
want to execute the mission and not just give the orders. Exercise language
skills should be improved.

EET member from Lithuania
Poland Igor Kuzmenko



· A new element of BD 2016 was the seminar which took place one day before the
exercise, and was connected with the briefing and captains meeting. In my
opinion the organization of seminar was a good idea. Some good presentations
with useful content were presented to the participants (e.g. presentation from the
Danish colleague which covered the topic of outsourcing oil pollution response
vessels). The presentations were also an opportunity to share our work with
people who normally are not involved in the oil pollution response. In the future
the organizers might only consider to make the seminar shorter, and maybe
without so many presentations.

· The alerting phase of the exercise was conducted through the internet network
using CECIS, SafeSeaNet and e-mails. The Organizers informed that due to some
technical problems with the internet server in MRCC Klaipeda, some of the
messages send were received with a significant delay.

· Excellent logistics for the observers. The organizers provided the possibility to
view both the maritime and the shoreline part of the exercise. Moreover, the
organizers arranged a hot meal for all of the observers between both parts of the
exercise. The only drawback was that because of tight schedule, observers had
only limited time to view the progress of both parts of BD 2016 and did not get
the chance to see the whole complexity of the exercise scenario.

EET member from Poland
Mr. Maciej Grzonka



Joint Latvian and Lithuanian responders working together on the shoreline – the
logistical issues involved in sending shoreline equipment and personnel abroad
are much more complicated than when we are sending our response vessels, so
it is really impressive that our colleagues from Lithuania and Latvia managed to
work together, side by side on the beach near Klaipeda.

· In the maritime operational phase of the exercise, I liked the idea of unexpected
changes to the vessels work teams, which was not announced earlier on the
captains meeting. It made the operational part more realistic.

· The organizers originally had the idea, that vessels participating in BD 2016
should come directly to the exercise area, and start the oil collecting operation
immediately after they reported to the SOSC on their arrival. This would make the
scenario even more realistic, but as it was told during the briefing, many of the
participating vessels had a long distance to travel and where in the need of
resupplying and as a result most of the participating vessels arrived in Klaipeda
one day before the exercise. In the end most vessels travelled to the exercise
area in a convoy, whereas other were waiting on anchor near the exercise area.
Vessels which were waiting at the anchorage area should have been informed
earlier what kind of equipment should they prepare for the exercise instead of
just waiting for the rest of the vessels who departed from Klaipeda.

EET member from Poland 
Mr. Maciej Grzonka



· For the second year in a row no response vessels or equipment from Russia or
EMSA participated in the Balex Delta exercise, which is a disappointment
because they are both important players in the Baltic Sea oil pollution response
capacity.

· As the shoreline part of the exercise is every year becoming a more and more
important part of the Balex Delta, we should consider to separate both parts of
the exercise into different days. The increasing complexity of the shoreline part
is becoming a tough challenge for the organizers. Combing together the
shoreline with the maritime part is becoming difficult not only operationally but
also logistically and it puts a lot of pressure on the organizers to prepare strict
schedules for both parts of the exercise. We have to remember that in many
cases only a small group of people are responsible for the planning and
organizing of BD, and that in the same time they have to fulfill their regular duties
at work.

EET member from Poland
Mr. Maciej Grzonka



Exercise was performed according to Scenario.

Briefing at first day was very meaningful, but it took a long time. In future
presentations are suggested to be shorter – no more than 5 minutes. Also it
is suggested to reduce number of speakers.

Exercise organizers made very good work about logistics for observers.
Hotel accommodation, transfer on Exercise and hot meals between stages
on shore and at sea were implemented perfectly.

It is necessary to say that very busy work schedule for observers didn’t
allow to see sea stage of Exercise in full scale. Observers should be able to
see optional only shore stage or only sea stage of Exercise, but completely.

Exercise gave an opportunity for its participants and observers to see
conditions of vessels and oil spill combating equipment at sea and on shore
from their Exercise colleagues.

Actual actions of rescuers on shore from moment of arrival till oil spill
combating work start were shown.

EET member from Russian Federation
Alexei Pavlov 



Rowing competition 



Rowing competition
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